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QUESTION 1

A health plan application includes a process for surgical procedure requests. Currently, there is an evaluation
subprocess in which a physician reviews the diagnosis and enters the recommended procedure and its urgency. The
request then advances to a medical director who analyzes the feedback and approves the appropriate procedure. The
health care organization has created a new requirement, which states that three physicians can perform the evaluation
independently. Only two evaluations are necessary to advance the case to the medical director. 

How do you configure the process so that the request can continue to be processed if only two of the three physicians
approve the order? 

A. Use an Any join condition. 

B. Use a Some join condition. 

C. Use a decision table. 

D. Use a validate rule. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A user has the following rulesets in their ruleset list: 

1.

 TGB:01-01 

2.

 TGBInt:01-01 

3.

 LoanShrk:01-01 

4.

 LoanShrkPrime:01-01 

5.

 LoanShrkInt:01-01 

There are six instances of CollectBorrowerDetails in the rules cache as indicated in the table below: 
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A rule with an Apply to: class of TGB-FW-LoanShrk-Work-AutoLoan calls CollectBorrowerDetails. Which rule is selected
from the rules cache during rule resolution? 

A. Instance Four 

B. Instance Six 

C. Instance Five 

D. Instance Three 

E. Instance Two 

F. Instance One 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An agent is configured to run at a 600-second interval with a maximum number of entries set to 50. There are 75 entries
in the scheduled queue. 

If the agent runs at 2:30 P.M., when does the agent run again? 

A. One hour after the last run because the master agent runs only once per hour 

B. 600 seconds after the agent activity processes 50 entries 

C. Depends on the number of nodes in the cluster 

D. 600 seconds after the last run started 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

You are updating a system of record using a flow rule by calling a SOAP connector from an Integrator shape. You want
to display an error message when the system of record is unavailable. How do you implement this requirement? 

A. Implement the logic in the data page\\'s response data transform 

B. Implement the logic in the connector\\'s error handler flow 

C. Customize the standard pxErrorHandlingTemplate data transform 

D. Use a transition condition in the activity step invoking the connector 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Your application contains a top-level case type named Purchase Request and a Purchaser Order child case. The
company has determined that only one user may open and work on a case at one time. However, users working on
purchase orders should not lock out users working on the parent purchase request cases. How would you configure the
lock settings among the case types? 

A. Set default locking on purchase requests and set the do not lock the parent option on purchase orders. 

B. Set default locking and the do not lock the parent option on purchase orders. 

C. Set optimistic locking on purchase requests and the do not lock the parent option on purchase orders. 

D. Set default locking and the do not lock the parent option on purchase requests. 

Correct Answer: A 
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